ABOUT OUR TVs

WesEri Corporation has been in the business of making TV’s since 2003. We use TV panels from the #1
panel manufacturers in the world. There are 4 primary panel makers: Samsung, LG, Chi Mei Opto
Electronics and AUO. Samsung and LG make panels for their own products, as well as for other TV
manufacturers such as Sony, Vizio, and WesEri Corporation. Panel makers may purchase panels from
each other because Samsung might make a size that LG does not make, or both will purchase panels
from AUO and Chi Mei to meet the demands of their own TV factories for panel sizes they do not
produce. The picture quality and all features of an LCD TV are built into the TV panel. WesEri has the
ability to purchase panels from all panel makers.
The other important component of any TV is the Power Supply. It primarily determines the longevity of
a TV and the amount of electricity it consumes. WesEri uses commercial power supplies which allow our
TV’s to run 12-15 hours a day versus 7-10 hours a day for consumer grade TV power supply. All WesEri
TV’s are Energy Star certified for consuming a minimal amount of energy. We are entering the
consumer market with our University Logo TVs, but will continue to use industrial grade power supplies.
We will continue to supply TV’s to our commercial accounts such as hotels and resorts.
When we say “There is no better picture”… there really is no better picture!!! WesEri has the ability to
select the panel manufacturer with the best picture for any given TV size. We use nothing but the best in
each and every TV. Our regular evaluations of TV panels help us choose which panel to use based on
picture quality. All WesEri TV warranties are handled out of our Los Angeles office, and have proven to
be a step above the rest.

